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Context

Mendip Green Primary School is one of the largest primary schools in the South West with a mixed, 
highly inclusive intake of over 670 children from Reception to Year 6. Our school, located on the edge 
of Weston-super-Mare, North Somerset, has undergone rapid change in the last 3 years as it has grown 
from a first school to an over-subscribed through primary.

A fundamental part of our School Improvement Plan is to nurture a love of reading in every member of 
our growing school community: “Continue to foster a love of reading in each classroom and across the 
school through author visits, mystery readers, Reading Buddies, Reading Champions, Reading Club,  
Reading Quest, school library, quality texts in English lessons, adults modelling a love of reading, 
valuing reading time and staff improving their awareness of current children’s literature.”



OU Research Inspiration and 
Rationale

We were delighted when we first came across the UKLA and OU joint 
project, ‘Teachers as Readers: Building Communities of Readers (TaRs)’ to 
find that it was so in harmony with our own philosophy. Having long held 
the view that teachers with knowledge of and passion for the wealth and 
diversity of children’s literature, in all its forms, are best placed to guide, 
inspire and develop a life-long love of reading in their pupils, the TaRs have 
given us the fundamental research-based evidence sometimes needed to 
persuade others and embed it at the heart of our School Development Plan.

Last year, as a school, we focused on renewing and extending teachers’ 
confidence with and knowledge of children’s literature through supporting 
planning and overhauling class texts to ensure high-quality, varied books 
were offered to the children throughout their time at Mendip Green. Our 
teachers have engaged with voting for the North Somerset Teachers’ Book 
Awards and often use the reviews on their website to guide personal 
reading choices.  This year, we have been in a position to consider ways of 
further developing ‘Reading for Pleasure’ in our school.



Aims

To create stimulating and inspiring reading environments throughout the school, with the library at its 
core. “…the most successful environments tempted children into texts and offered spaces to relax, 
browse, and read for pleasure.” (Reading for Pleasure, Social Reading Environments)

To engage staff, pupils and families with children’s literature through a host of book-related events. 
“Effectively use their wider knowledge of children’s literature and other texts to enrich children’s 
experience and pleasure in reading.” “Make time and space for children to explore texts in greater 
depth, share favourites and talk spontaneously about their reading.” (Reading for Pleasure, Key 
Findings)

To value all forms of children’s literature and to be responsive to the children’s suggestions. “Children’s 
choice and access to a wide range of quality and enticing texts was also key to the success of this 
practice.” (Reading for Pleasure, Independent Reading) 

To commit to providing opportunities for children to meet and make contact with as many authors 
and illustrators as possible and sharing these opportunities with other local schools.



Create stimulating and inspiring reading 
environments throughout the school, with the 
library at its core

Class libraries: Each teacher has designed a reading area in their class, with the needs of their pupils in 
mind. We strive for this space to be accessible, inviting and comfortable. In addition to teachers reading 
daily to their children, we encourage an independent reading time in class each day, which is 
sacrosanct. During these times in particular, these reading areas really come into their own with the 
children sitting, curling up, lying down etc. to enjoy reading or listening to a story. The selection of 
books is carefully considered and is updated when possible.

Shared spaces: Around the school, there are also Book Nooks. The KS2 one has been specially decorated 
and is full of cushions to create a comfortable space. We also have a book club outdoors – a trolley of 
books which is wheeled out into the playground/onto the field (weather permitting!) to encourage 
those who would like to read at this time to do so. We are also going to be fundraising for a Reading 
Haven which will be available to the children at playtimes.

Dog: Although not an ‘environment’, a very successful development in inspiring reading this year has 
been the introduction of a ‘reading dog’. Shimmy is a therapy dog and comes to school every week to 
hear selected children read. This loveable pup has helped some of our most reluctant readers grow in 
confidence. 



Create stimulating and inspiring reading 
environments throughout the school, with the 
library at its core

Library: The choice of design was led by children, who wanted to have a 
garden themed library. A tree is the centre piece and there are flowers 
and butterflies around the shelves. The overall effect is peaceful and 
calming, creating a lovely environment.  Having free access means that 
children, and their parents, are able to choose books as soon as they need 
to rather than wait for the regular class library session. Money from PTA 
means that recommendations from children can be purchased and stock 
can be kept up-to-date with new titles as they are published.  The library is 
largely maintained by child librarians who have applied for the role and 
been trained by a member of staff. They are also encouraged to make 
recommendations to others and help those who are stuck find something 
to read. Bookshelves aimed at each year group help children who are 
struggling to choose by giving them specific titles to choose from. 

On the Library walls, there are signed pictures and comments from various 
authors and illustrators, dedicated to the school. The children love to look 
at these and they inspire them to read the books that those authors have 
written. Many of these wonderful pieces of artwork were gifted to the 
school when the children wrote to the author/illustrator or we have been 
visited by them.



Engage staff, pupils and families with children’s 
literature through a host of book-related events

Book events: To allow our children time to explore and discuss books further, we have designed a series 
of after school book events, each based around a different book and with different age ranges in mind. 
These sessions generally involve sharing the book, or a carefully chosen section of a longer book, informal 
book chat, games, art activities and hot chocolate (with marshmallows!) and snacks. Sessions so far have 
included a Wolf Brother evening, where 32 Year 6 children returned to school, went ‘tracking’ by 
torchlight, evaded the ‘Demon Bear’, gathered around the fire pit for jacket potatoes and hot chocolate 
before toasting marshmallows. Another event to celebrate the 25th anniversary of ‘Owl Babies’ introduced 
58 Year One and Two children to real owls and they created their own owl masks before enjoying hot 
chocolate with marshmallows and biscuits. Other events include: The Cat in the Hat 60th birthday, 
Superbat and The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch. 



Engage staff, pupils and families with children’s 
literature through a host of book-related events

Book club: Every Friday afternoon, Book Club gets creative whilst enjoying a good book. These sessions 
are open to children from Y3-6 and are alive with book chat and fun. Emma Yarlett’s ‘Nibbles’ led to us 
making pompom Nibbles pencil toppers and Rob Biddulph’s ‘Odd Dog Out’ resulted in us creating 
biscuit Odd Dogs. Other books we have enjoyed this year include: ‘I Want to Eat This Ant’ and ‘I Love 
You, Stick Insect’ by Chris Naylor-Ballesteros, ‘Oi Cat’ by Kes Gray and Jim Field and ‘Shifty McGifty and 
Slippery Sam’ by Tracey Corderoy and Steven Lenton.

NSTBA Awards: The North Somerset Teachers’ Book Awards were held at Mendip Green this year and 
the short listed books were displayed in the hall. This created great excitement and plenty of discussion 
about the books. 



Engage staff, pupils and families with children’s 
literature through a host of book-related events

Summer Reading Challenge: In September, to encourage 
as many children as possible to complete the Summer 
Reading Challenge and to visit their newly opened local 
library, all children who brought their Animal Agents 
medal and certificate into school were awarded a very 
special Mendip Green book mark.  All of their names 
were entered into a prize draw and one lucky reader from 
each year group – from EYFS all the way up to Year 6 –
won a bundle of books.

Book Buzz: This year, we have started sending a  
newsletter sharing all our bookish activities to parents.  
This will be a regular publication that we hope children 
will take ownership of in the future.  Sharing the 
highlights of our reading celebrations, the hard work and  
reviews of our Reading Champions, as well as handy 
reading tips is an invaluable way of encouraging book talk 
between parent and child and a positive attitude towards 
reading.



Value all forms of children’s literature and to be 
responsive to the children’s suggestions

Advent tree: In response to children’s suggestions, we organised an 
Advent Calendar, arranged around the tree which is at the heart of our 
library. From the first of December to the last day of term, a present was 
chosen from the base of the tree and unwrapped in assembly. These 
books were then displayed in the library for all to enjoy browsing before 
being put onto the library shelves. 

Picture books throughout the school: Picture books can be relevant and 
enjoyable for all age groups and we are looking at the curriculum to see 
where these can be valued and used to support all areas of learning. Very 
accessible, yet often sophisticated in the messages they send, they 
encourage book talk, both informal and formal, and opportunities for 
children to interpret and discuss the illustrations and how they 
complement the text. Examples of books used are ‘The Day Gogo Went 
to Vote’ in a PSHE lesson, ‘Shackleton’s Journey’ as a Y6 text and ‘Owl 
Babies’ to encourage discussion about feelings.



Value all forms of children’s literature and to be 
responsive to the children’s suggestions

Reading champions: Each class from Y3-6 has a Reading Champion. Many children across the school 
wrote letters of application for the post. In their role, they read new books for the library which they 
review and make suggestions for books they think others would enjoy. Their reviews are published, 
displayed in school and on the NSTBA website and often with the authors/ illustrators themselves. 
These children to children reviews have been very effective in creating conversations and excitement 
about books. All forms of reading are valued and the Phoenix Comic Books, for example, are highly 
sought after! 



Value all forms of children’s literature and to be 
responsive to the children’s suggestions

Head Teacher sharing books in assembly: Acting as a role model for valuing all forms of reading, our 
Head Teacher often uses books, newspaper articles and poems as a starting point for his assemblies. 
Recent books include ‘The Giant of Jum’ by Eli Woollard and Benji Davies,  ‘Oi Cat’ by Kes Gray and Jim 
Field and ‘Refuge’ by Anne Booth and Sam Usher.

Celebrating Roald Dahl Day and 
International Dot Day



To commit to providing opportunities for children to 
meet and make contact with as many authors and 
illustrators as possible and sharing these opportunities 
with other local schools.

Author visits: Belonging to the North Somerset branch of The Federation of Children’s Book Groups has 
enabled us to have regular visits from children’s authors. Huw Powell (Spacejackers), Lucy Volpin
(Crocodali), Jess Butterworth (Running on the Roof of the World), Amy Wilson (A Girl Called Owl) and 
Amy Sparkes (Pirate Blunderbeard) have all visited recently and we endeavor to share these 
opportunities with other local schools by inviting them to bring children to join us. Being able to talk to 
an author and have your copy of a book signed is so inspiring for many children and results in much 
shared talk about the visits and the books. 



To commit to providing opportunities for children to 
meet and make contact with as many authors and 
illustrators as possible and sharing these opportunities 
with other local schools.

Author and Illustrator Links: We also try to contact authors 
who we are not fortunate enough to have visits from. After our 
Remembrance Day work based on ‘A Song for Will and the Lost 
Gardeners of Heligan’, some Year 6 children were so moved by 
the book that they wanted to ask the author and illustrator 
questions about their work. Their letters were sent to Hilary 
Robinson and each child received a letter in return. We also 
Tweet children’s reviews and questions to authors and 
illustrators and frequently have replies which the children are 
delighted to receive. 

Interviews: Book Group were invited to interview Chris Naylor-
Ballesteros when he responded to a Tweet about the work they 
had done on his book ‘I’m Going to Eat This Ant’. They 
discussed possible questions and then decided on the ten they 
were going to ask him. His response was amazing and Book 
Group were really enthused by his answers. His interview was 
then displayed in the Library for all to enjoy. 



To commit to providing opportunities for children to 
meet and make contact with as many authors and 
illustrators as possible and sharing these opportunities 
with other local schools.

Author and Illustrator Appreciation: Children have also been inspired and encouraged to contact 
authors. Reading ‘Dave Pigeon’ as a class reader resulted in Year 4 writing to Swapna Haddow and 
Sheena Dempsey and then to ’Knitbone Pepper’ author Claire Barker. Sarah McIntyre and Philip Reeve 
were presented with 66 pug drawings when Y6 read ‘Pugs of the Frozen North’ and Ross Montgomery 
was delighted to receive a letter from Class 20 after they read ‘Building Boy,’ having received a free 
copy of the Polish version.



Impact

Parental involvement: Through the school’s Facebook page, we have had some very positive feedback 
about events. Parents have also taken the time to visit the rooms of those teachers who have organised 
the events to thank them and say how enjoyable they have been. 

Owl Babies: S***** had the best time and didn’t stop talking about it until bedtime when she is 
apparently going to dream about being a tawny owl. Thank you Mendip Green for giving the children 
yet another great experience.

Wolf Brother: Thank you. E***** had a fantastic time. Amazing memories always. Well done, Mendip 
Green team. 

Wolf Brother: Thank you. W***** said it was amazing!

Lucy Volpin: A****** isn’t one to show excitement and she’s not the most enthusiastic about books. 
She absolutely loved the author visit today, loves the book and even said she might be an author 
when she grows up. The ‘what would you like to do when you grow up question;’ has always been 
met with ‘I don’t know – I’m too young.’ It’s so lovely to see her respond to something with such joy. 
Thank you for arranging such brilliant things for the kids and thank you to Lucy Volpin for being so 
inspiring and so clever.

Reading Champions: This is such a great idea. R*** is thrilled to have been chosen. 

Reading Champions: E***** has already started reading. She is really proud to have been chosen. 



Impact

‘Books for Schools’ Campaign: We were the first winners of this 
award and had a donation of 100 books from The North Somerset 
Times and The Weston Mercury. We won because they were so 
impressed with what we, as a school, are trying to do to engage 
our pupils, and their families, with reading. A supplement about 
us appeared in both papers. 

Pupil Voice: As our children’s enthusiasm for, and engagement 
with, reading increases, more and more are coming to us with 
suggestions for books they would like to see in the library. More 
children are attending events and borrowing from the library has 
greatly increased. A wider range of reading material is on loan 
and the number of lost and damaged books has decreased. 

Teacher Talk: Discussions about books are frequently taking place 
around the school- including in the staff room. More staff have 
been attending the teachers’ book group (JAB) which has termly 
meetings to read and discuss children’s books. 



Reflection

Building on what we have done so far, our next steps will be to further develop our links with our local 
library which is now situated in what used to be the old school building. We would like to hold book 
sessions there to reach a wider audience and encourage parents to come and enjoy story sessions and 
book talk with their own children and the wider community. “Make time and space for children to 
explore texts in greater depth, share favourites and talk spontaneously about their reading.” (Reading 
for Pleasure, Key Findings)

Recognising the importance of reading environments as outlined by the research “…the most successful 
environments tempted children into texts and offered spaces to relax, browse, and read for pleasure.” 
(Reading for Pleasure, Social Reading Environments), we are committed to raising money for a Reading 
Haven, a social reading environment for the children to enjoy at playtimes as well as being a retreat for 
reading sessions and story times. 

Finally, we would love to see the majority of staff reading children’s literature for pleasure as we 
absolutely believe what the research has shown about reading teachers being best placed to engage 
and inspire their children, “…effectively use their wider knowledge of children’s literature and other 
texts to enrich children’s experience and pleasure in reading.” 
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